We are your neighbors. Since 2003 we’ve served our local and global neighbors
through programs created to build connections and foster a sense of belonging in
our diverse community. Today we continue this work through The Cave After
School Program, The Family Den, and Camp Cool Environment. The dedication of
our team, our volunteers and strong community support make this all possible.
Thank you!
Photo descriptions:
1- Children and WIMNI staff walking on a park trail.
2- Two children leaning over a bowl holding strainers at a pond.
3- Kids doing craft activity on the lawn.
4- Caregivers and children sitting in a half-circle on the carpet at the Family Den.
5- Group of children seated at a large wooden table, coloring, painting, and
playing cards.
6- Family Den caregivers and children gathered, socially distanced, on the lawn
listening to a live music performance.
7. Children cooking around a table as an adult pours batter into a large bowl.
8- Three children playing with bubbles on the lawn.
9- Children’s back packs hanging on hook racks in The Cave.
10- Campers and staff floating in swimming tubes in the pool. They are smiling
and waving to the camera.
11- Decorative paper plate with the words Family Den in colorful sticker letters in
the middle and paper hearts, stars, and triangle shapes around the words.
12- Camp staff smiling and kneeling next to two turtles in the park.
13- A young child playing with a toy in the Family Den as a staff member watches.
14- Two young children playing at a stove and sink in the play kitchen area of the
Family Den. A volunteer is looking at the children and smiling.
15- A small group of young children playing with play dough at a table in the
Family Den. An adult looking at the children play.
16- A group of campers playing outside in the Gaga Pit.
17- A group of kids playing at the pool table in The Cave.
18- A group of kids and adults at a park. One kid is facing the camera and wearing
a bee protection suit.
19- Children doing arts and crafts at a large table in The Cave.
20- Kids looking out at the river through binoculars.

